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MINIMA 3.0
Designed by Bruno Fattorini

Minima 3.0 by Metrica  design Bruno Fattorini.

Minima 3.0: three stands for the three key elements that compose the system: shelf, frame, cabinets.
Essential and flexible, Minima 3.0 represents the natural makeover of Minima, MDF Italia collection’s icon 
product, special mention at the XVII Compasso D’Oro ADI in 1998. Technology and innovation have enabled this 
thin aluminium structure, to propose an increasingly minimal yet strong identity. The storage units (with flap 
opening door, drawers or open cabinets) are simply resting inside the structure and are repositionable quite 
easily. Uprights and shelves made of extruded aluminum (100% recyclable), matt painted finish in white, graphite 
grey, umbra gray and pearl nickel. The Basic cabinets are in micro-embossed matt lacquered or wood. The Extra 
cabinets are in Cimento or lacquered glass. Minima 3.0 is available in the ground-resting (eight heights) and 
hanging (four heights) variants, always in the 33 cm depth.

Minima 3.0 evolves and renews, turning into a more versatile and adaptable furnishing system, capable of joining 
more functions.
The new Minima 3.0 is divided into 5 types: GROUND-RESTING, HANGING, SKETCH, SIDEBOARD AND ROOM 
DIVIDER. In addition, for the ground-resting version, two new heights are available - 261.5 e 298 - and new shelves 
with LED lights integration.



STRUCTURE
Uprights and shelves made of extruded aluminium and assembled together by using a concealed joining system, 
capable of giving the structure stability and a special resistance to loads. Minima 3.0 is entirely made of 100% 
recyclable aluminium.

MINIMA 3.0 GROUND-RESTING
To use this system H152, H188.5, H225 (except H261.5 and H298) as a room divider for home and work 
environments, it is mandatory to join two structures together so as to obtain a ground depth of 66 cm to ensure a 
proper stability to the system.
The wall fixing is for always suggested for heights 152 / 188.5 / 225 / 261.5 / 298 cm and for compositions with 
heights 42.5 / 79 / 115.5 if equipped with drawer containers. 
Please note: for center-stand compositions, with heights of 42.5 / 79 / 115.5 cm, equipped with drawer 
containers, simultaneous opening of all drawers is not recommended, as it could cause the overturn of the 
structure.

MINIMA 3.0 HANGING
Minima 3.0 in the hanging version comes in four heights: 38 / 74.5 / 111 / 147.5 cm. Inner height of 
compartments is always 35 cm.

CABINETS
BASIC CABINETS
The cabinets can be with open, flap opening doors or drawers. They are simply resting inside the structure and 
are repositionable quite easily, thus allowing to meet any storage requirements as desired and to choose your 
own lifestyle by using different colours, woods and shapes.

EXTRA CABINETS
Minima 3.0 now sees the addition of a new storage unit that brings this historic shelving bang up to date and in 
line with new architectonic and contemporary living styles. Formality, minimalism, careful details and new 
finishes are the signature features confirmed and innovated in the new units added to the existing ones. The door 
is further enhanced by two main materials: rearlacquered glass and grooved Cimento®.

































Finishing
The number in the dot corresponds to the number of colour/material finish.

Here below, in the section FINISH OPTIONS, please note all the colours of the materials used for this product.

SYSTEM

Structure

Matt painted

4

Material top

4

Cabinet

Open units

13

Basic flap door and drawers

4

Extra flap door and drawers

8



Finish options

STRUCTURE

Matt painted

Matt painted 
white X053

Matt painted 
graphite grey 

X054

Matt painted 
shadow grey 

X122

Matt painted 
nickel pearl 

X123

         

Material top

Italian walnut 
(fine wood) 

X119

Reconstructed 
stone black 
slate X132

Reconstructed 
stone X084

Reconstructed 
stone white 
Calce X131

         

CABINET

Open units

Matt 
lacquered 
navy blue 

X165

Matt 
lacquered 
avio blue 

X050

Matt 
lacquered 

English green 
X164

Matt 
lacquered 
green X049

Matt 
lacquered 
burgundy 

X163

Matt 
lacquered 

dark red X046

Matt 
lacquered 

orange X047

Matt 
lacquered 
mustard 

yellow X048

Matt 
lacquered 
dune X162

Matt 
lacquered 
white X042

Fine wood, 
Italian walnut 

X119

Matt 
laquered 

shadow grey

Matt 
laquered 

nickel pearl



Basic flap door and drawers

Matt 
lacquered 
white X042

Matt 
laquered 

shadow grey

Matt 
laquered 

pearl nickel

Natural black 
wood X029

         

Extra flap door and drawers

White 
grooved 

Cimento X150

Graphite grey 
grooved 

Cimento X151

Shadow grey 
grooved 

Cimento X152

Pearl nichel 
grooved 

Cimento X153

Lacquered 
glass White 

X011

Lacquered 
glass black 

X012

Lacquered 
glass 

shadow grey 
X148

Lacquered 
glass pearl 
nichel X149


